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Abstract
We consider one type of #rst order timed logic (FOTL) with explicit continuous time. FOTL
is su8ciently expressible from the user’s point of view to rewrite directly requirements speci-
#cations often given in a language close to the natural one, and it permits to represent the set
of runs of timed programs. Thus, FOTL is apt to formalize the veri#cation problem for timed
systems. Our main goal is to describe in semantical terms interesting decidable classes of the
veri#cation problem within this setting. We prove that under some #niteness properties of the
requirements and algorithm speci#cations the veri#cation problem represented in FOTL becomes
decidable. The #niteness properties we introduce, “#nite refutability” and “#nite satis#ability”,
are undecidable in the general case. However, “#nite refutability” is often easy to verify. On
the other hand, we give a su8cient condition, namely reducibility, which ensures the “#nite
satis#ability” for timed automata, and we prove that the reducibility is decidable. This is the
main result of the paper. As a consequence the veri#cation of any #nitely refutable requirements
is decidable for reducible timed automata. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
By the veri#cation problem we mean here the problem of verifying whether a given
program speci#cation satis#es a given requirements speci#cation (for the general ter-
minology related to speci#cations, see e.g. [23]). We consider one type of #rst order
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timed logic (FOTL) with explicit continuous time as we started in [5, 6] and described
in a more elaborated form in [8]. The goal is to use it for speci#cation and veri#cation
of timed algorithms. Such a FOTL is an extension of a decidable theory of reals (e.g.
of the theory of real addition or of Tarski algebra, i.e. of the #rst order theory of
real closed #elds) by predicates and functions with at most one time argument. This
extension is determined by the problem to analyze. For a large class of problems we
can state the following properties of such a logic. Firstly, it is su8ciently expressive
from the user’s point of view to rewrite directly and completely the requirements
speci#cation of the problem under consideration usually given in a language close to
the natural one. Secondly, it permits to represent rather easily the set of runs of timed
programs (again for a vast class of program speci#cations). Thirdly, we can describe
in semantical terms decidable classes of the veri#cation problem based on the fact that
the underlying theory of reals is decidable.
The just listed properties give advantages when treating the veri#cation problem.
The requirements speci#cation is normally given in a rather powerful language. Such
a language can be usually represented directly, without any essential changes, in an
applied predicate logic (here we mean by ‘applied predicate logic’ a predicate logic
where a part of the vocabulary is pre-interpreted, so we restrict the set of interpreta-
tions to consider). So formalizing the speci#cation we do not deviate from the given
initial text. When using temporal or duration logics [9, 13, 14, 21] we, usually, only
model its particular properties. But to prove that this modelling is correct we are
to have some formalism that is accepted as representing the initial speci#cation, and
that is something in the style of FOTL. For example, the property “two x-events are
never separated by exactly 1 time unit” can be directly rewritten as the FOTL formula
¬∃ tt′ (x(t)∧ x(t′)∧ | t − t′|=1). Another example, the property “the average value
of the clocks x1; : : : ; xn does not exceed d” can be directly rewritten as the formula
∀t(x1(t)+ · · ·+ xn(t)6 n ·d) with t being a time variable, and moreover one can treat
n and d as abstract constants. The presence of arithmetics permits to easily specify
also such problems as clock synchronization that is impossible for commonly used
temporal logics. And we have in fact only one logic to consider as compared with
numerous temporal logics. (The unifying frameworks [18, 19] for temporal logics or
the version of BMuchi’s second order monadic logic for continuous time [24, 20] neither
give su8cient power of expressibility, though preserve the decidability.)
The fact that such FOTL permits to represent the runs of timed algorithms (e.g. the
runs of Gurevich abstract state machines [8] or timed automata, see below) gives a
possibility to treat the veri#cation problem in one logical framework. The latter looks
practical as it facilitates representing heuristic and particular algorithms of veri#cation
within a theorem proving setting.
The main argument for the use of temporal logics is the decidability of the model-
checking problem. Though decidability is not feasibility, it is considered as an important
feature (usually based on a not very persuasive argument that this or that in general
ine8cient algorithm “works well in practice”). In the case of FOTL, one can exploit
the fact that the underlying theory of reals is decidable. This permits to model some
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practical properties of the systems under consideration and to describe interesting de-
cidable classes.
And the latter point is the main subject of the paper. The veri#cation problem
can be treated as establishing the validity of some proposition ((Prg ∧Env)→Func)
expressing that all the runs (executions) de#ned by a program speci#cation described
by a formula Prg and satisfying the environment speci#cation described by a formula
Env meet the requirements speci#cation on functioning, e.g. such as safety or liveness,
described by a formula Func. We will write this implication as (→) for further
references. Here we remark that this is only a part of the veri#cation problem for the
following reason. If we take a program such that the premise (Prg ∧Env) has no
models the implication is trivially true. So another part of the veri#cation (which is
rarely explicitly considered in the veri#cation literature) is to prove that the program
we consider is ‘relevant’—we come back to this question in Section 2.6.
In this paper we introduce two notions which model diPerent “#niteness” properties
of timed systems. These notions are formulated in terms of formula interpretations and
are called :nite satis:ability and :nite refutability. Finite satis#ability of a formula 
says that every “#nite piece” of any model f  is extendable with a “moderate” aug-
mentation of its complexity to a “#nite” model of  (up to some equivalence relation).
Finite refutability says that if a formula is refutable, i.e. possesses a counter-model, the
contradiction given by this counter-model is concentrated on a #nite piece of a #xed
size (again up to some equivalence relation). We prove that the class of implications
of the form (→), where the premise  is #nitely satis#able with a given augmen-
tation and the conclusion  is #nitely refutable with a given complexity is decidable.
Thus, we have a decidable class of veri#cation problems. In the examples we looked
at, the #nite refutability of requirements of functioning is rather easy to check, e.g. the
usual safety properties are clearly #nitely refutable, but to #nd interesting decidable
su8cient conditions for it remains an open problem. Concerning #nite satis#ability, we
are interested in its connection with the property of algorithms that can be stated as
“reducibility”. Here we make precise this property for timed automata that are consid-
ered as program speci#cations. We show, and this is the main technical result of the
paper, that reducible timed automata are #nitely satis#able, and that their reducibility
is decidable.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the notion of timed automa-
ton [2], that serves here to specify the programs, is brieQy described, then the logic
FOTL [6, 8] is introduced, and its su8ciency to express the runs of a timed automa-
ton is shown. Besides that the Generalized Railroad Crossing Problem [17] (in the
form of [11]) is described and its requirements speci#cation, in essential, is given. In
Section 3 we introduce #nite interpretations and prove that the existence of a #nite
model of a given complexity is decidable. Section 4 treats the “#niteness properties”,
and introduces the mentioned class of decidable formulas. The undecidabilities related
to the discussed properties and to FOTL are commented. The reducibility of timed
automata is introduced and analyzed in Section 5. In Section 6 we show that the direct
product preserves the reducibility and explain why the veri#cation for the Generalized
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Railroad Crossing Problem is in a decidable class of the type mentioned above. In the
conclusion some generalizations and open questions are mentioned.
2. Timed automata and FOTL
In this section we #rst recall the notion of timed automata [2]. After that we describe
the Generalized Railroad Crossing Problem [17, 11] that will serve as an example. Then
we introduce the logic FOTL and its particular case FOTL0 used in this paper. We
conclude this section by proving that the set of all runs of a timed automaton can be
described in FOTL0.
2.1. The notion of timed automaton
We partially use the terminology from [15] that deviates from [2].
2.1.1. Timed automaton
A timed automaton consists of a #nite number of locations supplied with clocks and
constraints formulated in terms of equalities and inequalities, each involving a clock
and a natural number. The transitions of the automaton can be #red if some time
conditions are satis#ed. The possibility to play with time makes the timed automata
more powerful than the classical ones. The time will be denoted by T and interpreted
as nonnegative reals R¿0. Out of the logic, to simplify the presentation, we will also
use elements from T∞=dfT∪{∞} as time moments.
Given a set C of (symbols for) clocks, the set guard(C) of clock constraints or
guards is the set of formulas constructed from atoms true, false, c!n, where c∈C,
n∈N and !∈{¿;¡; = }, with the help of ∧ and ∨.
A timed automaton is a tuple A=(S; sinit ; C; ; E) where
• S is a #nite set of locations,
• sinit ∈ S is the initial location,
• C is a #nite set of clocks,
•  : S→ guard(C), assigns to each location a guard called also the invariant of the
location,
• E⊂ S × S × 2C × guard(C) is the set of edges between locations, each edge being
labeled by a set of clocks and by a clock constraint.
In an edge (s; s′; X; )∈E from s to s′ the set X ⊂C gives the set of clocks to be
reset to zero and ∈ guard(C) is a clock constraint to be satis#ed when following this
edge. That will be made precise in the de#nition of run given below. The latter needs
some notions that follow. The set E is supposed to contain the idle edge (s; s; ∅; true)
for every location s∈ S.
A clock assignment for a set of clocks C is a function  from C to T, i.e. ∈TC .
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2.1.2. States of a timed automaton
A state of A is a triple of the form 〈s; ; t〉, where s∈ S, ∈TC , and t ∈T; t will
be called the time of the state. A special symbol  represents “a state at in:nity”;
its time is ∞. The initial state of the automaton is 〈sinit ; R0; 0〉 where R0(c)= 0 for all
c∈C.
For a clock assignment  and t ∈R we denote by +t the clock assignment giving to
every clock c the value (c)+ t. For a state = 〈s; ; 〉 we set + t =df 〈s; + t; + t〉,
and 〈X 〉, where X ⊆C, is the clock assignment which assigns 0 to each c in X and
agrees with  for the rest of the clocks.
2.1.3. Transitions of a timed automaton
We say that two states = 〈s; ; t〉 and ′= 〈s′; ′; t′〉 and an edge =(s; s′; X; )
represent a transition from  to ′ with the edge , and write  → ′, if the following
conditions are satis#ed:
(i) t¡t′, and + t′ − t satis#es ,
(ii) +  satis#es (s) for all ∈ [0; t′ − t),
(iii) ′= 〈X 〉(+ t′ − t), and ′ satis#es (s′).
The transition 
→ ′ is an idle transition if the edge  is an idle edge.
If the edge is irrelevant we write  → ′ instead of  → ′.
The value t′ − t is called the delay of the transition. The support of the transition
is [t; t′] and the evolution of the state of A during [t; t′] is as follows. For ∈ [t; t′),
the state of the automaton at time  is  + − t, and at time t′ it is ′.
To represent the situation when an automaton remains in some location for ever
we introduce a special transition to . Namely, for every state = 〈s; ; t〉, such that
 +  − t satis#es (s) for all  ¿ t, we assume that there is an in:nite transition
 → (which is de#ned without any edge). The delay of such a transition is in#nite,
and its support is [t;∞).
The reQexive and transitive closure of the binary relation (over states) “there exists
an edge  such that
→” will be denoted by ∗→.
2.1.4. Runs of a timed automaton
A run of A is a sequence of consecutive transitions (i
i+1→ i+1)i∈ RN , where RN is a
pre#x of N (i.e. is {0; 1; : : : ; k} for some k ∈N or is N), and the time of i goes to
∞ if RN =N. The number of transitions of a run is its length. The :rst state of the
run is 0. If RN is #nite and its last element is k then the limit state of the run is k
(that may be ), otherwise the limit state is . The states i will be called transition
states of the run. If the edges are not relevant we represent a run as the sequence of
its transition states.
The support of a run " is the union of the supports of its transitions.
Every run " determines a function from its support to the set of states of the au-
tomaton A that is de#ned just below and that will be denoted also by ".
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For every t in the support of "=(i
i+1→ i+1)i∈ RN , we de#ne "(t), the state of A at
t when executing " as follows: we choose the unique interval [ti; ti+1) containing t (ti
is the time of i), and set "(t)= 〈si; i + t − ti; t〉.
A run is complete if its limit state is .
An initial run is a run which #rst state is the initial state 〈sinit ; R0; 0〉.
A total run is an initial complete run.
A subrun of a run " is the restriction of " to some closed interval #= [t; t′]. Such a
restriction may need introducing idle transitions at the beginning and=or at the end of
this restriction if t and=or t′ are not time moments of any transition state of ". This
subrun will be denoted by "(#).
A run is partial if it is a subrun of a total run.
A run " can be represented as a pair of sequences (S(");E(")), the #rst one giving
the transition states, i.e. S(")= (i)i∈ RN , and the second one giving the transition edges
E(")= (i)i∈ RN\{0}.
The reset(") of a run " with E(")= ((si−1; si; Xi; i))i∈ RN\{0} is the union of all clock
resets during this run, i.e.
⋃
i Xi.
2.2. Example: the generalized railroad crossing problem
The generalized railroad crossing problem was introduced in [16, 17] and analyzed
in many papers. We borrow its informal description from [11].
2.2.1. Informal description
A railroad crossing has several parallel one-directional train tracks and a common
gate (without loss of generality one can assume that all the directions are have the
same orientation). Each track admits in its direction two sensors, one at some distance
of the crossing in order to detect incoming of a train and another one just after the
crossing in order to detect the train is leaving (see Fig. 1). An automatic controller
receives the signals from the sensors and on the basis of these signals, decides to send
to the gate a signal close or open.
2.2.2. Safety and liveness for the railroad crossing problem
The requirements on the functioning satis#ed by the controller (i.e. by the program
to construct) are the following ones:
(Safety): If a train is in the crossing, the gate is closed.
(Liveness): The gate is open as much as possible.
Some assumptions are usually done. It is assumed that a train cannot arrive on a track
(i.e. in the zone of control) before the previous one has left this track. The situation
when a train does not leave the crossing is not formally excluded. It takes at least
time dmin for a train to reach the crossing after the sensor has detected its incoming.
And it takes at most dopen (respectively dclose) time to the gate to be really opened
(respectively closed) after the reception of signal to open (respectively, to close) if
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Fig. 1. Railroad crossing.
the opposite signal has not been sent in between. To exclude a degenerated case, it is
assumed that 0¡dclose¡dmin.
The description given above may be treated as informal requirements de#nition [23],
and it is too vague for formal veri#cation. To do the latter one needs a precise descrip-
tion of the environment of functioning of the controller to construct, and making precise
the mentioned demands to the functioning of controller. The most non trivial point is
to specify the (Liveness) (called “utility” in [16, 17]). The direct formalization of the
(Liveness) implies rather high-order (in the logical sense) statements that are hard to
prove. For this reason this property is usually replaced by a one which is simpler
though maybe “less optimal”. We will make some precisions below in Section 2.3.
2.2.3. One-track controller
It is intuitively clear that for one track the Controller of Fig. 2 (where WT =dmin −
dclose, WT stands for “wait time”), represented as a timed automaton, is not bad. In
Fig. 2 the input=output is modeled by locations. Each location contains an information
of the track status: Cmg (“coming”) means that the input signal indicates an arrival of
a train on the track, Emp (“empty”) means that there are no train, DirOp says that
the output control signal is to open the gate, and DirCl that the signal is to close it.
For example, a passage from the state Cmg=DirCl to the state Emp=DirOp means, in
particular, that the train that was on the track has left. There are other ways to model
the input=output, say, by explicit input=output but the latter needs a more complicated
notion of timed automata. One can separate the automata for trains and the automata
for the gate control, and then make the direct product of these automata, but this gives
a more complicated construction.
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Fig. 2. Railroad crossing controller for 1 track.
2.3. First order timed logic (FOTL)
In this subsection we describe FOTL and its particular case FOTL0 used in this
paper.
2.3.1. Syntax and semantics of FOTL
Syntax: The vocabulary (signature) W of FOTL consists of a #nite set WSorts of sorts,
and a #nite set of function symbols WFunct. Predicates are treated as a particular case
of functions, except equalities for each sort and predicates ¡;6 for reals. However,
we use for predicates traditional logical notations, for example, we will write P(t)
instead of P(t)= true, where P is a predicate. To each sort there is attributed a set
of variables, and there are no other variables. Sorts are classi#ed as prede:ned and
abstract. Prede#ned sorts are those which interpretation is #xed. Here we consider only
:nite abstract sorts.
We limit prede#ned sorts to the following ones:
• real numbers R,
• time T=dfR¿0 treated as a subsort of R,
• boolean values Bool,
• #nite sets of given cardinality,
• #nite unions of the sorts mentioned above.
We will use the same notation for a sort and the set giving its interpretation, and will
name a function symbol simply “function”. Functions are also classi#ed as prede:ned
and abstract.
Addition + and subtraction—of reals are prede#ned functions of the vocabulary. The
predicates =;6;¡ over reals are prede#ned predicates of W . We take also rationals
q∈Q as prede#ned constants. The vocabulary contains the equality “=” for all types
of objects, and the identity function id of the type T→T to represent the current
time. The equalities over abstract sorts will not be considered as abstract predicates
as the interpretation of such equality is uniquely determined by the interpretation of
the corresponding sort. The part of the vocabulary concerning reals, time and boolean
values will be sometimes called standard.
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Any abstract function (i.e. a function without any a priori #xed interpretation) is
of type T×X→R where X is a direct product of #nite sorts and R is an arbitrary
sort. (Remark that X can play the role of parameters.) The set of abstract functions is
denoted by V .
A vocabulary W being #xed, the notion of term and that of formula over W are
de#ned in the usual way.
Semantics: A priori we impose no constraints on the admissible interpretations. Thus,
the notions of interpretation, model, satis#ability and validity are treated as in #rst order
predicate logic modulo preinterpreted part of the vocabulary. ThusM |=F ,M |=F and
|=F where M is an interpretation and F is a formula, denote, respectively, that M is
a model of F , M is a counter-model of F and F is valid.
2.3.2. Sublogic FOTL0
In this paper we consider a subclass of FOTL, that we will call FOTL0, where all
the sorts are prede:ned, and all abstract functions are of the type T→R.
Notice that for a #xed interpretation of abstract sorts of a given FOTL (if not to
care about complexity) any FOTL-formula can be replaced by an equivalent FOTL0-
formula over another vocabulary (of larger cardinality in the general case). Remark
that an interpretation f∗ of a function f of type T×X→Z describes a family of
temporal processes parametrized by the elements of interpretation X∗ of X of the type
T→Z .
2.4. Requirements speci:cation of the railroad crossing problem
As we mentioned above we follow the formulation of the Generalized Railroad
Crossing Problem from [11].
2.4.1. Vocabulary of the requirements of the railroad crossing problem
We describe only the non-standard part of the vocabulary W . To simplify the nota-
tions of [11, 5], we replace some functions by predicates and use them in the formulas
in the traditional logic way.
In the framework we consider, the number of tracks is #xed (see Section 2.3.2). For
a more general treatment of the speci#cation in which Tracks is an abstract sort with
unknown (but #nite) cardinality, see [8].
Thus, Tracks is a prede#ned sort; x will be a meta-variable for tracks. The abstract
predicates are Cmgx (Emp=df ¬Cmg), DirOp (DirCl =df ¬DirOp), GateOpnd, Gate-
Clsd, InCrossing with meaning:
• Cmgx(t): there is a train on the track x (that is in the zone of control) at the
moment t;
• Empx(t): there is no train on the track x at the moment t;
• DirOp(t): the control signal at the moment t is to open the gate;
DirCl(t): the control signal at the moment t is to close the gate;
• GateOpnd(t): the gate is opened at the moment t;
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• GateClsd(t): the gate is closed at the moment t (remark that GateClsd(t) is not
the negation of GateOpnd(t) as the gate may have intermediate positions between
opened or closed);
• InCrossing(t): there is a train in the crossing at the moment t.
Besides these predicates the vocabulary contains 3 abstract constants dmin, dclose and
dopen whose meaning has been explained earlier.
2.4.2. Speci:cation of the environment for the railroad crossing problem
Now we can write requirements speci#cation for the environment (see Section 2.2.1).
(TrStInit) ∧x Empx(0)
(At the initial moment there are no trains on any track.)
(GtStInit) GateOpnd(0)
(At the initial moment the gate is open.)
(DirInit) DirOp(0)
(At the initial moment the signal controlling the gate is to open the gate.)
(CrCm) ∀t
(
InCrossing(t)→
(
t ¿ dmin ∧
∨
x
∀ ∈ [t − dmin ; t]Cmgx()
))
(If a train is in the crossing it has been detected on one of the tracks at least dmin
time before the current moment.)
(OpnOpnd) ∀t((t ¿ dopen ∧ ∀ ∈ [t − dopen ; t)DirOp())→ GateOpnd(t))
(If at time t the command has being been to open for at least a duration dopen then
the gate is open at time t.)
(ClsClsd)∀t((t ¿ dclose ∧ ∀ ∈ [t − dclose; t)DirCl())→ GateClsd(t))
(If at time t the command has being been to close the gate for at least a duration dclose
then the gate is closed at time t.)
(CmgEmp)
∧
x
∀t∀t′((t ¡ t′ ∧ Cmgx(t) ∧ Empx(t′))→ ∃t0t1(t0 6 t 6 t1 ¡ t′ ∧ ∀ ∈ [t0; t1]
Cmgx() ∧ t1 − t0 ¿ dmin)))
(After incoming, a train can leave the crossing not sooner than after time dmin.)
(dIneq) 0 ¡ dclose ¡ dmin
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(This is a trivial constraint on the durations involved to exclude a degenerated case.)
(NoOpndClsd) ∀t¬ (GateOpnd(t) ∧ GateClsd(t)))
(Another trivial condition: the gate cannot be opened and closed at the same time.)
(Cmg) This formula that we do not write down explicitly, says that Cmgx is a piecewise
predicate such that each interval where it is constant is of the form [a; b) with a ¡ b.
Now we de#ne the formula Env (see Introduction) as the conjuction of the formulas
given above.
2.4.3. Speci:cation of the functioning for the railroad crossing problem
Now we specify the requirements to the control of the gate (see Section 2.2.2). But
we cannot exactly specify the (Liveness) in its full generality in FOTL. The “ideal”
liveness says that if at time t there is no train in the crossing then the gate is open.
Due to the nondeterminism in the behavior of trains and the gate there is no way to
achieve the “ideal” liveness as there is no information on the speed of trains and on
exact time to close or open the gate; we have only a lower bound on the time to
reach the crossing (that is an upper bound on the speed of trains), and upper bounds
on the time to close or open the gate. So we are looking for a reasonable formulation
of (Liveness) expressible in our language in terms of input and output signals without
insisting on its optimality. Firstly, we describe when it is safe to open the gate, that is
to send the signal to open. The condition SfOp(t), precisely de#ned below, says that
at the moment t for every track either there is no train on the track or the moment 0
of the arrival of a train on the track satis#es the inequality t − 0 + dclose¡dmin that
means we have more than dclose time before the train reaches the crossing:
SfOp(t) =df
∧
x
[Empx(t) ∨ ∀6 t(∀′ ∈ [; t)Cmgx(′)→ t ¡ +WT )];
where we use the notation introduced earlier: WT =dmin − dclose.
Thus, the speci#cation of the functioning of a controller to construct, named Func
in Introduction, is the conjunction of the two following formulas:
(Safety): ∀t (InCrossing(t)→¬GateClsd(t))
(When a train is in the crossing, the gate is closed).
(Liveness): ∀t (SfOp(t)→DirOp(t))
(If it is safe to open the gate then send the signal to open.)
At this point, notice that (Safety) can be expressed immediately by a formula of
some temporal logic like (InCrossing→GatetClsd). The (Liveness) property can be
expressed in a logic with interval-constrained until operators like MITL [3]. However,
model-checking algorithms for this temporal logic will work for :xed concrete values
of dmin and dclose. To deal with parameters we are again to change the logic. (There
is some progress in extending the model-checking technique to temporal logics with
parameters, see e.g. [10], but at the moment these extensions, as far as we know, are
not su8cient to cover the question under discussion.) In our framework, the proof
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of validity of the formula is done for abstract constants dmin and dclose, i.e. for all
their concrete values. Moreover, we can extend our approach, see [8], to give a proof
independent of the number of tracks, in other words, for the number of tracks as
abstract parameter. This remark does not mean that temporal logic notations have no
advantages as compared with FOTL in all the situations: sometimes timed modalities
give more lucid representation of properties than FOTL. For this reason, in our future
work we intend to introduce such operators as macros in FOTL.
Coming back to the speci#cation, we remark that for formal veri#cation one must
add to this speci#cation rather numerous though standard rules related to reals (e.g.
commutativity, properties of inequalities, properties of inf and sup, etc.), see [8].
2.5. Logical characterization of the set of total runs of timed automata
Consider a time automatonA=(S; sinit ; C; ; E) (in notations de#ned in Section 2.1.1).
2.5.1. Interpretation associated with a run
We give a vocabulary WA to describe the set of its total runs (see Section 2.1.4).
A run of A is a function of time that gives for each time moment its location
and the values of its clocks. The vocabulary WA contains, in addition to the standard
part and id, the sort Sˆ consisting of elements of S, and the set of abstract functions
cˆ :T→T, one function for each c∈C, and function loc of the type T→ Sˆ. The
value cˆ(t) represents the value of the clock c at the moment t and loc(t) represents
the location of the automaton at the moment t.
A total run " of a timed automaton A de#nes in an obvious way an interpreta-
tion M" over the vocabulary VA (of abstract functions) such that for any t ∈T we
have M"(t)= (s; ), where s and  are determined by the equality "(t)= 〈s; ; t〉. This
interpretation determines an interpretation of the whole vocabulary WA that will be
denoted also by M". A run " (not necessarily total) determines in a similar way a
partial interpretation which will be also denoted by M". The interpretation M" will be
called associated with ".
2.5.2. Formulas describing runs
The set of total runs of A will be described by a formula FA over the vocabulary
WA. Proposition 1 in Section 2.5.3 states that an interpretation M is a model of FA iP
there is a total run " for which M=M".
Let A=(S; sinit ; C; ; E) be a timed automaton. In the de#nitions of the formulas
below e denotes an edge from E of the form e=(s; s′; X; ), and E′ denotes the set of
edges e such that s = s′ or X = ∅; that means that an edge in E′ is not an idle edge.
Consider the following formula FA over WA:(
loc(0) = sinit ∧
∧
c∈C
cˆ(0) = 0
)
∧ (∀t ¿ 0 NonZeno(t)) ∧ ∀t ∧
s∈S
[loc(t) = s
→
(
Lasts(t) ∨ ∃t′ ¿ t
∨
e∈E′
(Transitione(t; t′) ∧Defaults(t; t′))
)]
; (1)
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where the formulas NonZeno; Lasts; Transitione and Defaults are described below.
• The formula NonZeno(t) expresses that the run is not Zeno in t, more precisely,
that in some interval on the left of t, the location is unchanged and clocks are
not reset to zero:
NonZeno(t)=df
∃t′ ¡ t
[(∨
s∈S
∀ ∈ [t′; t)loc() = s
)
∧
( ∧
c∈C
∀ ∈ [t′; t)cˆ() = cˆ(t′) + − t′
)]
:
• The formula Lasts(t) expresses that the run has a #nite number of transitions, and
t is in the last unbounded interval:
Lasts(t)=df
∀
[
 ¿ t →
(
loc() = s ∧
[ ∧
c∈C
cˆ() = cˆ(t) + − t
]
∧ ˆ(s; )
)]
;
here and below ˆ(s; ) denotes the formula obtained from (s) by replacing every
clock c by cˆ().
• The formula Transitione(t; t′) expresses the action of a transition with edge e when
applied at time t′:
Transitione(t; t′)=df
ˆ(t; t′) ∧
( ∧
c∈X
cˆ(t′) = 0
)
∧
( ∧
c =∈X
cˆ(t′) = cˆ(t) + t′ − t
)
∧ loc(t′) = s′ ∧ ˆ(s′; t′)
here ˆ(t; t′) is obtained by replacing in  every clock c by cˆ(t) + t′ − t.
• The formula Defaults(t; t′) expresses that nothing changes during elapse of time
[t; t′):
Defaults(t; t′)=df
∀
[
t 6  ¡ t′ →
(
loc(t)() = s ∧
[ ∧
c∈C
cˆ() = cˆ(t) + − t
]
∧ ˆ(s; )
)]
:
2.5.3. Correctness of formulas describing runs
The formula FA describes the runs of A in the following sense:
Proposition 1. Let A=(S; sinit ; C; ; E) be a timed automaton. An interpretation M
of WA satis:es FA i? there is total run " such that M=M".
Proof. Clearly, if " is a total run of A, the associated interpretation M" satis#es the
formula FA.
Conversely, letM be a model of FA. By induction we construct a run "=(〈si; i; ti〉)i
such that M=M".
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For t0 = 0 set s0 = loc(0) and 0(c)= cˆ(0)= 0 for every clock c.
Suppose that we have de#ned a run "n=(〈si; i; ti〉)i6n and that the associated partial
interpretation matches M on [0; tn]; the latter means, in particular, that loc(tn)= sn is
true. Thus, the disjunction (1) is true for t= tn and s= sn. Two cases arise.
Case 1: Lastsn(tn) is true.
Then M is an interpretation associated to the #nite run ((〈si; i; ti〉)i6n;V).
Case 2: Lastsn(tn) is false. Then
∃t′ ¿ t ∨
e∈E′
(
Transitione(tn; t′) ∧Defaultsn(tn; t′)
)
: (2)
Let tn+1 be a value of t′ which satis#es (2). So tn+1¿tn and the following property
holds: ∨
e=(sn;s′ ;X;)∈E
(
Transitione(tn; tn+1) ∧Defaultsn(tn; tn+1)
)
: (3)
Let e=(sn; s′; X; ) be an edge for which the corresponding term of the disjunction
in (3) is satis#ed in (3). Hence
ˆ(tn; tn+1) ∧
( ∧
c∈X
cˆ(tn+1) = 0
)
∧
( ∧
c =∈X
cˆ(tn+1) = cˆ(tn) + tn+1 − tn
)
∧ loc(tn+1) = s′ ∧ ˆ(s′; tn+1);
and
∀
[
tn 6  ¡ tn+1 →
(
loc() = sn ∧
[ ∧
c∈C
cˆ() = cˆ(tn) + − tn
]
∧ ˆ(sn; )
)]
:
Set sn+1 = s′ and n+1(c)= cˆ(tn+1) for every c∈C. Then "n+1 = (〈si; i; ti〉)i6n+1 is a
partial run whose associated partial interpretation matches M on [0; tn+1].
The sequence (tn) that we de#ne inductively in this way is #nite or in#nite. It is
#nite if Case (1) occurs, and in that case, M is an interpretation associated to a #nite
total run. If the sequence (tn) is in#nite, we prove that this sequence is unbounded.
Indeed suppose that (tn) converges to T¿0. On the left of T we have an in#nite
number of transitions using edges in E′, which contradicts the fact that NonZeno(T )
is true. Thus, if (tn) is in#nite, (tn) is unbounded and "=(〈sn; n; tn〉)n∈N is a total run
such that M=M".
2.6. Remark on non-triviality of runs
As noticed in Introduction the veri#cation problem includes the relevance of the pro-
gram. Here are some precisions on this subject. We are to state that every input satis-
fying the environment speci#cation is processed by the program, and that every run of
the program satis#es the environment speci#cation. This can be formalized as follows:
The projection of each model of Env (respectively of Prog) onto the vocabulary
of Prog (respectively of Env) is extendable to a model of (Env ∧Prog):
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It is clear that these properties are second order ones and we cannot express them
directly in our #rst order logic. Conerning the railroad crossing problem we will discuss
these properties in Section 6.2.
3. Finite partial interpretations (FPI) and decidability of the existence
of !nite models
From the point of view of hybrid systems (cf. [1, 24]) only partition-wise interpre-
tations #nitely de#ned over each interval of the partition are of interest. A similar
restriction is important in order to describe some decidable classes of the veri#cation
problem (see Section 4).
3.1. Finite partial interpretations of FOTL0
Before giving a precise de#nition of #nite partial interpretations take as an example
interpretations of function symbols describing runs of a timed automaton A. On every
time interval # where no transition occurs, the interpretation of each function symbol cˆ
has the form cˆ()= + z for some #xed z ∈ R (for all  ∈ #). This means that on the
interval # the value cˆ is completely determined by the value of the parameter z. So on
this interval # the interpretation of cˆ has a “#nite” description. In the same way, on
every interval of time # without transition occurring in this interval, the interpretation
of loc is constant, so its description on this interval is also “#nite”. The subsection
below describes in a precise way what is a :nite description of an abstract function.
3.1.1. Finite description of abstract functions
For a timed logic FOTL0 we assume that for every abstract function f of type
T→R (in fact, there are no other types, see Section 2.3.2) there is a #xed a term Uf
with values of type R constructed only from variables (where a unique time variable,
say, t is distinguished), and prede#ned functions. In the logic under consideration the
amount of terms to represent piecewise interpretations is very limited. We assume that
terms Uf are of the following types. Either Uf is some variable z of a #nite prede#ned
sort Z or a term of the form k · t+z, where k is a concrete integer, t is a time variable,
z is a real or time variable diPerent from t, and k · t denotes t + · · ·+ t︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
for k¿0 and
−t − · · · − t︸ ︷︷ ︸
|k| times
for k¡0.
Term Uf is used to describe an interpretation of f on an interval of time in a #nite
way, by #xing the value of the parameter. So to determine Uf as a function of time, we
are to #x its only parameter z. The function of time obtained by #xing this parameter
will be denoted by Uf(t; z0), where z0 represents the value of the parameter. The sort
of the parameter for a given Uf will be denoted by Df.
For example, in the signature WA given above to describe the total runs of a timed
automaton A, for function loc the term Uloc is a variable z of the sort Sˆ, and for each
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clock c we can choose for function cˆ the term Ucˆ= t + z where z is a real variable.
To say that an interpretation loc∗ of loc has the value si on an interval #, we say that
on # the function loc is de#ned by its term Uloc for the value of the parameter z= si,
and write loc∗(t)=Uloc(t; si)= si for t ∈ #. An interpretation cˆ∗ of cˆ which says that
the clock c has been reset to 0 at the moment t0 is de#ned to the right of t0 by the
term Ucˆ(t;−t0)= t − t0 until the next reset or until ∞.
We suppose that the terms Uf are #xed for all abstract functions f∈V . These terms
have the property: for any value z0 of the type Df the function of t represented by
Uf(t; z0) is total and continuous on T.
3.1.2. Finite partial interpretations
For a time interval # we denote by #− and #+, respectively, its left and right ends.
Denote by Int(V ) all the interpretations of V and by Models(G) the restrictions of
models of a formula G onto V , remind that V is the set of symbols of abstract functions.
As every element of Int(V ) or of Models(G) determines a unique interpretation or,
respectively, a unique model of G we will call these elements also interpretations or,
respectively, models of G.
A (partial) interpretation element with support # is a pair of the form (#; ;), where
# is an arbitrary interval of T and ; is a list of values of parameters, each value
de#ning an interpretation of an abstract symbol f∈V over # in terms of its Uf.
For a given ; we denote by ;(t) the list of values of the functions of V de#ned by
; at the moment t. For example, an interpretation element for the timed automaton A
considered above has the form (#; ;) with ;=(z1; : : : ; zm; s), where m= |C|, zi ∈ R,
and s∈ S. For a given t ∈T we have ;(t)= (t + z1; : : : ; t + zm; s).
A partial interpretation of V is a set of disjoint interpretation elements (#i; ;i)i∈I ; I
⊆N, where “disjoint” means that the intervals #i are pairwise disjoint.
Its support is the set
⋃
i #i.
A :nite partial interpretation (FPI) of V is a partial interpretation with a #nite
number of elements. We will consider only 1-connected FPI, i.e. such that its support⋃
i #i is connected, though in this section it is not needed (but will be exploited in
further sections).
The complexity of a FPI is the number of its intervals, i.e. |I |. “FPI of complexity
k” or “k-FPI” will mean that the complexity of the FPI is k.
A k-FPI whose support is T and that together with the interpretation of sorts and
prede#ned symbols constitutes a model of a formula G, will be called a k-model of G.
The decidable class of veri#cation problems we will exhibit in Section 4 relies on
the fact that one can decide whether a formula G in FOTL0 is has a k-model for a
given k. This is developed in the next subsection.
3.2. Decidability of the existence of a :nite model of a given complexity
Let G be an arbitrary closed formula of FOTL0 over W and k ∈N. It is clear that for
a #xed k we can express the existence of a k-model by eliminating abstract functions,
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and thus, reduce the problem to the theory of real addition that is decidable. We will
give technical details below.
3.2.1. Some simpli:cations of formulas
To start, we simplify the initial formula using standard and well-known
transformations—we describe them for completeness. First of all we replace each ab-
stract function f of the type T→R, where R is a #nite prede#ned type with interpre-
tation R∗, by a #nite number of predicates in a well-known straightforward way. Time
variables can be trivially eliminated; thus we assume that there are only real variables.
So the atomic formulas of G are either of the form P(<(T )) or of the form <(T )!<′
(T ′), where T and T ′ are lists of real variables, <(T ) and <′(T ′) are terms and ! is an
arithmetic relation (= ;¡;6; : : :). Now unnest the atomic formulas containing abstract
symbols applying standard equivalences
P(<(T ))↔ ∀( = <(T )→ P());
<(T )!<′(T ′)↔ ∀′(( = <(T ) ∧ ′ = <′(T ′))→ !′):
Every term <(T ) is either of the form ’(>(T )), where ’ is a unary function and
>(T ) is a term, or of the form >1(T1)+ · · ·+>m(Tm), where >i(Ti) are terms, 16i6m.
Now using the equivalences
 = ’(>(T ))↔ ∀′(′ = >(T )→  = ’(′));
 = >1(T1) + · · ·+ >m(Tm)↔ ∀′1 · · · ∀′m
(
m∧
i=1
′i = >i(Ti)→  = ′1 + · · ·+ ′m
)
;
one can reduce all atomic formulas containing abstract symbols to ones either of the
form P(t), where P is a unary predicate and t is a variable, or of the form t=’(),
where ’ is a unary function and t,  are variables.
3.2.2. Elimination of abstract symbols
Let
P1(t1); : : : ; Pp(tp); x1 = ’1(y1); : : : ; xq = ’q(yq) (4)
be all the pairwise distinct atomic subformulas of G that contain abstract symbols.
The complexity k¿0 means that the reals are partitioned by some 0= @0¡
@1¡ · · ·¡@k−1 into intervals I0; : : : ; Ik−1, each Ij being [@j; @j+1) for 06j6k − 2 and
Ik−1 = [@k−1;∞), each predicate is de#ned on such an interval by one parameter, that
is by its truth value that remains constant on this interval, and a function f is de-
#ned on such an interval I by some #xed number of parameters  by its term Uf as
f(t)=Uf(t; ).
In this subsection below we assume that the indices j; n; m have as domains the
following ones: 06j6k − 1, 16n6p; 16m6q.
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Notations
• B= @0; @1; : : : ; @k−1 is a list of variables de#ning a partition of T into k intervals
I0; : : : ; Ik−1. Denote by Part(B) this partition.
• C is a list of real variables Dn; j to represent the value of Pn on Ij.
• E is a list of real variables m; j, each m; j determines the function ’m for t ∈ Ij as
U’m(t; m; j).
• T = t1; : : : ; tp; X = x1; : : : ; xq and Y =y1; : : : ; yq are lists of variables mentioned in (4)
above.
Denote by G˜ the formula obtained from G by replacing every atom Pn(tn) by∧
j
(tn ∈ Ij → Dn;j = 1) (5)
and every atom xm = ’m(ym) by∧
j
(ym ∈ Ij → xm = U’m(ym; m;j)): (6)
Now we can write a formula G+k that expresses the existence of a #nite model of the
given complexity k for the initial formula
G+k =df ∃BCE(B˜ ∧ G˜); (7)
where B˜ describes trivial constraints on the variables of B;C; E like monotonicity of @i.
The validity notation |=G+k in the Proposition 2 is to be considered as the validity
in the theory of real addition that we have chosen as the underlying decidable theory
in the de#nition of FOTL in Section 2.3.1.
Proposition 2. A formula G of FOTL0 has a k-model i? |=G+k . Thus the existence of
a k-model for FOTL0 formulas is decidable.
Proof. Assume that G is in a prenex form, and let M (T; X; Y ) be its matrix, i.e. the
subformula which stands after the quanti#er pre#x.
(⇒) Suppose G has a k-model and B∗; C∗; E∗ (interpreting respectively, B;C; E)
represent this #nite model of complexity k as it was described above. This model
ascribes a concrete predicate P∗n to each predicate symbol Pn and a concrete function
’∗m to each function symbol ’m, the values of these concrete predicates and functions
being de#ned for each interval from I∗j (determined by B
∗) by D∗n; j ∈C∗ and ∗m; j ∈ E∗,
respectively. The proposition G∗ corresponding to G for this interpretation is valid. To
prove that G+k is valid take as B;C; E the values B
∗; C∗; E∗ mentioned above. Then the
validity of G+k is reduced to that of the proposition G˜
∗ obtained from G˜ by valuating
B;C; E as, respectively, B∗; C∗; E∗.
Now unwind quanti#ers in the prenex pre#x of G∗ and the corresponding quanti-
#ers in G˜∗ into in#nite conjunctions (for universal quanti#ers) and disjunctions (for
existential quanti#ers) over elements of the domain. And compare truth values of the
two corresponding matrices M∗(T ∗; X ∗; Y ∗) and M˜ (T ∗; X ∗; Y ∗) for particular values
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of variables. To see that the values are the same notice that the truth value of each
atom P∗n (t
∗
n ) or x
∗
m=’
∗
m(y
∗
m) in M
∗(T ∗; X ∗; Y ∗) is the same as the truth value of the
corresponding formula in M˜ (T ∗; X ∗; Y ∗), that is as the truth value of respectively (5)
and (6). Indeed, for a concrete t∗n formula (5) is equivalent to
D∗n; j = 1; (8)
where j is de#ned by the condition t∗n ∈ I∗j . Remark that P∗n (t∗n )⇔ D∗n; j =1 due to the
choice of D∗n; j. Thus, the value of (8) is that of D
∗
n; j =1.
Consider (6) for concrete x∗m; y
∗
m. It is reduced to
xm = U’m(y
∗
m; 
∗
m;j); (9)
where j is de#ned by the condition y∗m ∈ I∗j . Take into consideration that x∗m=’∗m(y∗m)
is equivalent to x∗m=U’m(y
∗
m; 
∗
m; j).
(⇐) Suppose |=G+k . The formula G+k is a proposition of the underlying theory of
reals (i.e. the theory of real addition, see Section 2.3.1). Take any concrete values
B∗; C∗; E∗ of respectively B;C; E that make G˜ true. The interpretation B∗; C∗; E∗ de-
termines concrete predicates P∗n and functions ’
∗
m. One can show that this interpretation
is a model of G using the same argument as above.
3.2.3. On the complexity of the existence of a k-model for FOTL0-formulas
To describe the complexity of deciding the existence of a k-model of a FOTL0-
formula we introduce the following notion. We say that a FOTL0-formula is in a
standard form if it is in a prenex form, its matrix (i.e. the part standing immediately
after the quanti#er pre#x) is in a disjunctive normal form and all the atomic formulas
are as indicated above in (4). Basically, the mentioned complexity is determined by the
complexity of the underlying theory of reals. From the observation that the elimination
of abstract symbols (see Section 3.2.2) augments the number of quanti#er alternations
at most by one and from the known results on the complexity of decidability of the
theory of real addition and multiplication, see, for example, [12, 22], we can deduce
the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The complexity of the decidability of the existence of a k-model of
a standard form FOTL0-formula G is polynomial in the size of G; exponential in the
product of k and the number of atomic subformulas of G and hyperexponential in
the number of quanti:er alternations in the pre:x of G.
4. “Finiteness” properties and the related decidability
We formalize in this section some “#niteness” properties related to the veri#cation
problem as it was set out in Introduction (see in particular the formula ((Prg ∧Env)→
Func)). These properties imply the decidability of the veri#cation problem. Though
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each of them is undecidable in the general case (see Section 4.3), they are often easy
to establish in concrete practical situations.
4.1. Finiteness properties of FOTL0-formulas
We will de#ne the #niteness properties in terms of FPI contained in models or
counter-models M of the formulas under consideration. Moreover we will need FPI
which are not exactly subinterpretations of M but are subinterpretations up to some
equivalence relation.
A partial interpretation M′ is an extension of a partial interpretation M if every
interval of M is contained in an interval of M′, and the restriction of the functions
of M′ on intervals of M gives the functions of M.
Let W be a vocabulary of a FOTL0, and V be the set of its abstract functions. Let
V ∗ be an interpretation of V . For any t ∈T we denote by V ∗(t) the list composed by
the values of functions of V at t given by V ∗. Each such list will be called a valuation
over V .
4.1.1. Equivalences
Let R be an equivalence relation over the set of valuations over V .
We de#ne below R-equivalence of two interpretation elements (see Section 3.1.1) as
R-equivalence of their limit values at their ends. So we do care about the equivalence
of values only at the ends of the intervals of these interpretation elements.
For any two interpretation elements 1 = (#1; ;1) and 2 = (#2; ;2) over V de#ned
respectively on intervals #1 and #2 of the same nature (for example, left-closed and
right-opened, left-opened right-in#nite etc.) we say that 1 is R-equivalent to 2, and
write 1R2, if in the case when #1 and #2 are reduced to a point :
• ;1()R;2();
and otherwise:
• lim→#+1 −0 ;1()R lim→#+2 −0 ;2(), if #+1 and #+2 are not ∞,• lim→#−1 +0 ;1()R lim→#−2 +0 ;2().
(Here we use the notations for the left and right ends of an interval introduced in
Section 3.1.2. As for the limits, lim→x−0 means the limit at x when approaching x
from the left, and lim→x+0 means the limit at x when approaching x from the right.)
The mentioned limits exist because of the piecewise continuity of the functions
involved (see the end of Section 3.1.1). Remark that we do care only about the equiv-
alence of values at the ends of the corresponding intervals.
Two k-FPI are R-equivalent if their ith elements are R-equivalent.
4.1.2. Finite R-refutability
Here we introduce the property of “#nite refutability” of a closed formula G. This
property says that for any counter-model M of G, the falsity of G for M is localized
(modulo a #xed equivalence R) over a “#nite part” of M.
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A formula G is R-:nitely refutable with complexity k if for every counter-modelM
of G there is a k-FPI M1 that is a restriction of M such that for every k-FPI M′1R-
equivalent to M1 with support(M′1)
−= support(M1)− (i.e. with the same #rst time
moment) every extension of M′1 remains a counter-model of G. In fact this means that
M′1 contains some contradiction independent of the behavior during the rest of time,
that ensures being a counter-model.
If R is the identity, R-#nitely refutability with complexity k will be shortened to
k-refutability.
As an example consider the (Safety) property of the railroad crossing speci#cation.
A counter-model says that for some moment t0 of time there is a train in the crossing
and the gate is not closed. All the interpretations with this property at t0 will be also
counter-models.
More generally, any formula G expressing that some event a never appears is
1-refutable.
4.1.3. Finite R-satis:ability
The property we introduce here says that for every model M of a formula G and for
every “#nite subpart” of M there exists a :nite model M′ which coincides (modulo
a #xed equivalence R) with M on this subpart.
We say that a formula G is R-:nitely satis:able for complexity k with augmentation
D ¿ k if for every k-FPI M extendable to a model of G there is a k-FPI M′R-
equivalent to M with the same #rst time moment and a D-FPI M′1 which is a model
of G and an extension of M′. The value D − k will be called addendum.
Let @ be a function of the type N→N. We say that a formula G is R-:nitely
satis:able with augmentation @ if this formula is R-#nitely satis#able for every com-
plexity k with augmentation @(k). If @(k) − k is a constant, say d, we say that G is
R-#nitely satis#able with with addendum d.
If R is the identity, “R-#nitely satis#able” will be shortened into “#nitely satis#able”.
Here are some examples. Let R be the identity. A formula G=df ∃tP(t), where P is
a unary predicate, expressing that there exists a moment when some event a appears,
is #nitely satis#able with addendum 4. Indeed, given a k-FPI M extendable to a model
of G we take a time moment t0 where P(t0) (it may be in M or in its complement)
and extend P anyhow onto the complement of support(M)∪{t0}. The complement
may have 3 intervals and t0 itself may add one more. Thus, the addendum is 4.
The formula describing the set of total runs of the railroad controller for one track
is also #nitely satis#able, but this is hard to see if to look at this formula, though not
so hard if to consider the set of runs. It is simpler to get this property, using results
of Section 5, from the reducibility of the Controller that is evident.
4.2. A decidable class of veri:cation problems
As it was mentioned in the Introduction the veri#cation problem can be represented
as the validity of a formula of the form (→). Here we show that, given integers
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k and D, if  is R-#nitely satis#able for complexity k with augmentation D, and 
is R-refutable with complexity k, then the veri#cation problem, i.e. the validity of
(→), is decidable.
The following proposition gives a decidable class of formulas.
Proposition 4. Given integers k and D; the validity of FOTL0-formulas of the form
(→); where  is R-refutable with complexity k and  is R-:nitely satis:able for
complexity k with augmentation D; is decidable: such a formula has a counter-model
i? it has a counter-model of complexity D.
Proof. Suppose that → admits a counter-model M. Then M |= and M |=.
Since  is R-refutable with complexity k, there exists a k-FPI M1 which is, #rstly,
a restriction of M and, secondly, such that every extension of each M′1R-equivalent
to M1 and beginning at the same time as M1, is a counter-model of . On the other
hand, since M is a model of , and  is R-#nitely satis#able for k with augmentation
D, then there exists a D-FPI Mˆ1 that is, #rstly, an extension of some M′1R-equivalent
to M1 and beginning at the same time as M1, and, secondly, is a model of . This Mˆ1
is also a counter-model of . Therefore, if → admits a counter-model, it admits
a counter-model of complexity D, and the negation admits a model of complexity D.
Using Proposition 2 and the fact that the theory of addition of reals is decidable, we
conclude that |=(→) is decidable.
Note that this result is valid whatever be the equivalence relation R.
4.3. On undecidabilities related to FOTL
A non-trivial FOTL0, and thus a nontrivial FOTL, cannot have a complete deductive
system, and thus, the validity=satis#ability problem is undecidable for it. By “nontrivial”
we mean an FOTL0 that has su8ciently many predicates and sorts of large enough
cardinality—this will be more clear from the considerations given below. The #nite
refutability as well as #nite satis#ability are also undecidable (as made precise below).
This follows from the possibility of modelling the halting or nonhalting of Turing
machines—this observation was communicated to us by Alik Rabinovich. However,
the decidability of the underlying theory of reals is bene#cial for describing decidable
subclasses of practical signi#cance.
Proposition 5. Let M be a Turing machine and W be an input for M . There are
two closed FOTL0 formulas Halts[M;W ] and NoHalts[M;W ] such that Halts[M;W ]
is valid i? M halts on the input W; and NoHalts[M;W ] is valid i? M does not halt
on the input W .
Proof. Let M be a classical Turing machine with one right-side tape. As its left de-
limiter we use $, and as its right delimiter #. Denote its tape alphabet by A and its
input-output alphabet by A0; A0⊆A. Let Q be the alphabet of local states, q0 ∈Q is
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the initial state, and qf ∈Q its #nite state. For an input string W =w1 : : : wn; wi ∈A0,
the initial con#guration is standard: the string W is placed on the tape between $ and
#, the head looks at $, and the local state is q0. This con#guration is represented as
[q0$W#, where [ =∈A is a new symbol used to separate the consecutive con#gurations.
Thus an arbitrary con#guration is represented as a string [U1qU2, where q∈Q and
U1; U2 ∈A∗. A computation of M on W is a string of the form K0K1 : : : Ki : : : ; #nite
or in#nite, where K0 is the initial con#guration, and Kj and Kj+1 are two consecutive
con#gurations in the sense of the program of M .
To write a formula describing computations we introduce a unary predicate Nat :R→
Bool to express the natural numbers:
Nat(0) ∧ ∀t(Nat(t)→ (Nat(t + 1) ∧ ∀ ∈ (t; t + 1)¬Nat()))
and a unary function ch :T→ Aˆ; Aˆ=df A∪{[}, to represent all the characters involved
in the mentioned sequences of con#gurations. One can write down a formula (that will
be among the premises of the formulas we wish to construct) saying that the function
ch is constant on the intervals of the form [n; n+1) (here and below, k; n; k0; n0; : : : are
variables for natural numbers), and has as its value a character from Aˆ. So in terms
of ch any time interval of the form [n1; n2) with n1¡n2 represents a string over Aˆ,
namely, ch(n1)ch(n1 + 1) : : : ch(n2 − 1) that will be denoted by ch[n1; n2).
Now we can express in FOTL0 the relation “the string ch[n1; n2) is a con#guration
of M”, as well as the relations concerning initial con#guration, #nal con#guration, and
the relation “strings ch[n1; n2) and ch[n2; n3) constitute two consecutive con#gurations
of M”. And hence, we can write down a closed formula Comp[M;W ] saying that the
values of ch constitute a computation of M for the input W , and, just for simplicity,
that after the #nal con#guration (if it exists) the value of ch is [. Notice that formula
Comp[M;W ] has only one model, namely, the computation of M for input W . Now
denote by Halts[M;W ] a closed formula that says that if Comp[M;W ] then there is a #-
nal con#guration in the computation represented by ch, and denote by NotHalts[M;W ]
a closed formula that says that if Comp[M;W ] then there is no #nal con#guration.
Clearly, Halts[M;W ] is valid iP M halts for the input W ; the latter will be written
as !M (W ). And NotHalts[M;W ] is valid iP ¬!M (W ).
Corollary 1. The validity=satis:ability problem is undecidable for FOTL0.
Proof. The possibility to express in FOTL0 the not halting property for a Turing
machine implies that the set of valid formulas of FOTL0 is not recursively enu-
merable, and hence, FOTL0 cannot have a complete deductive system, and thus, the
validity=satis#ability problem is undecidable for this logic.
Proposition 6. Property of k-refutability for a given k as well as :nitely satis:ability
are undecidable for formulas of FOTL0.
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Proof. We use notations from the proof of Proposition 5. If ¬!M (W ) then Halts[M;W ]
has only one counter-model, namely the in#nite computation of M for W , and thus
cannot be k-refutable for any k. If !M (W ) then Halts[M;W ] is trivially k-refutable for
all k as it has no counter-models. Thus, k-refutability is undecidable.
Consider the formula Comp[M;W ]. If !M (W ) then this formula is #nitely satis#-
able with addendum equal to the length of the computation. Otherwise, the formula
has no #nite models, and hence, cannot be #nitely satis#able. Consequently, #nitely
satis#ability is undecidable.
Sure, one can pose more subtle questions on the decidability, say for a small enough
addendum. We have not tried to do such an analysis.
5. Reducible timed automata
Now we look for su8cient conditions for a timed automaton to have a #nitely
satis#able set of runs. The condition we introduce here is reducibility for a particular
equivalence relation formulated in terms of clock regions [2].
5.1. The notion of reducibility
Remind (see Section 2.5.1) that for a timed automaton A, the set V of abstract
function symbols V is reduced to loc of the type T→ Sˆ and to symbols cˆ for each
c∈C of the type T→T.
As above, we suppose that R is an equivalence relation over the set of valuations
over V . This equivalence R induces an equivalence relation (named also R) over the
set of states of A in the following way:
• 〈s; ; t〉R〈s′; ′; t′〉 iP 〈s; 〉R〈s′; ′〉,
• the equivalence class of the state  is a singleton.
5.1.1. R- and Rl-equivalence of runs
Notice that a transition of a timed automaton A with support [t; t′] can be considered
as a 2-FPI on the two intervals [t; t′), and [t′; t′]. Remind that R-equivalence of FPIs
was introduced at the beginning of Section 4.
Two runs of the same length L are R-equivalent if their ith transitions (16 i 6 L)
considered as 2-FPI are R-equivalent.
Two runs are limit state R-equivalent or Rl-equivalent if they have the same #rst
states, their limit states are R-equivalent, and they have the same duration. If " is
complete (its last state is ), then a run Rl-equivalent to " is just a complete run
starting in the same state as " (as the equivalence class of  is a singleton).
5.1.2. R-reducibility
A timed automaton A is R-reducible if there is a constant L¿0 (called a threshold
of reducibility) such that for any its run " there exists a run "′ of A that is Rl-
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equivalent to " and has the length not greater than L. Remark that the mentioned run
"′ must have the same #rst and last time moments as ".
There are rather simple but not reducible automata. For example, consider a timed
automaton with two locations s0; s1 and only one clock which is reset to 0 every unit
of time, and the system is alternatively in s0 or s1 depending on the parity of the
integer part of time. The automaton has only one total run and its length is in#nite so
it cannot be reducible. (In fact, the behavior of an automaton with ultimately periodic
behavior can be described by a formula that is in some other decidable class, see [7].)
5.1.3. R-compatibility
A timed automaton A is R-compatible if for every transition E :  → ′ of A and
every state 1R-equivalent to its #rst state  there exists a transition E′ : 1 → ′1 of
A such that E is R-equivalent to E′ (considered as 2-FPI).
Lemma 1. Let A be an R-compatible timed automaton. For any run " of A starting
at  and any state ′R-equivalent to  there exists a run "′ of A R-equivalent to ".
Moreover; if " is extensible to a complete run then "′ is also extensible to a complete
run.
Proof. By straightforward induction on the length of the run since A is R-compatible.
Theorem 1. Any R-compatible and R-reducible timed automaton A is R-:nitely sat-
is:able. Moreover; under the same hypotheses; if a threshold of reducibility of A is
L¿0 then A is R-:nitely satis:able with addendum 2L+ 2.
Proof. Suppose that a timed automaton A is R-compatible and R-reducible with the
threshold of reducibility L. Let M= {(#1; ;1); : : : ; (#k ; ;k)} be a k-FPI, k ¿ 1, extend-
able to an interpretation M", where " is a total run of A. (Remind that we consider
only simply connected FPI.) Appending to and=or deleting in " idle transitions we may
assume that in the interior of each non degenerated interval #i there is no transition
moment of ", and moreover, the ends of each #i are transition moments of ". The
R-reducibility of A implies that there is an initial run "′0 ending at some state  such
that R"(#−1 ), its length is not greater than L and the time of  is equal to #
−
1 . The
piecewise continuity from the right of admissible functions implies "(#−1 )=;1(#
−
1 ).
From R-compatibility of A and Lemma 1 it follows that there exist a state ′ and
a run "′ from  to ′ such that ′R "(#+k ) and "
′ is R-equivalent to " on the segment
between the times of  and ′. Restricting "′ on the intervals #i of M we get a k-FPI
M′ which is R-equivalent to M and such that "′ is its extension. If #+k =, using
again Lemma 1 and R-equivalence of ′ and "(#+k ), one can #nd a complete run of
A starting in ′ with the same length as "([#+k ;∞)). Due to R-reducibility of A,
there exists a complete run of A starting in ′ with a length not greater than L. Thus
A is R-#nitely satis#able with addendum 2L + 2 since any run of length L can be
considered as a (L+ 1)-FPI.
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5.2. Clock regions and equivalence relations
Here we introduce some concrete equivalence relations based on clock region equiv-
alence for timed automata [2].
5.2.1. Clock regions and ≈-equivalence
Let Kmax be the greatest constant appearing in the clock constraints of the automa-
ton. Remind that clock constants are natural numbers.
For clock assignments  and ′ in RC we say that ≈ ′ iP the following conditions
are met:
• For each clock x∈C either (x) and ′(x) are the same, or both are greater than
Kmax,
• For every pair of clocks x; y∈C such that (x)6 Kmax and (y)6 Kmax
(a) fract((x))¿ fract((y)) iP fract(′(x))¿ fract(′(y)),
(b) fract((x))= 0 iP fract(′(x))= 0,
where fract(x) denotes the fractional part of x, i.e. fract(x)= x − x.
The relation ≈ is an equivalence relation, and [] will denote the equivalence class
of RC to which  belongs. A clock region is such an equivalence class.
There are only #nitely many such regions. Notice that ≈ ′ does not necessarily
imply + t≈ ′+ t. The important fact is that if a clock assignment  satis#es a guard
N then every ′≈  also satis#es this guard. So the expression “[] satis#es N” is
meaningful. A similar remark holds for the operation 〈X 〉[] of resetting of clocks
from the set X to zero: if ′≈  then 〈X 〉[]≈〈X 〉[′].
A clock region @′ is a time successor of a clock region @ iP for each ∈ @, there
exists t ∈T\{0} such that + t ∈ @′. A clock region O is between clock regions @ and
@′ iP O is a time successor of @ and @′ is a time successor of O. (Some regions can
be successors of themselves but not all of them, e.g. zero region R0 is not a successor
of itself, the region 0¡x¡y¡1 of two clocks is a successor of itself.)
5.2.2. Region graph (region automaton)
The region graph (or region automaton) R(A) is de#ned as in [2] except that we
label edges of the region graph by the edge of A it comes from
• The vertices (states) of R(A) are of the form 〈s; @〉, where s∈ S and @ is a clock
region. We will call the states of R(A) region states or simply regions.
• The initial state of R(A) is 〈sinit ; [R0]〉, where R0 is a vector of zeros which dimension
is equal to the number of clocks.
• R(A) has an edge (〈s; @〉; 〈s′; @′〉), where  is an edge (s; s′; X; )∈E, if there exists
a clock region @′′ such that
(1) @′′ is a time successor of @,
(2) @′′ satis#es ,
(3) @′= 〈X 〉@′′, and @′ satis#es (s′),
(4) All clock regions O between @ and @′′ satisfy (s).
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Notice that (〈s; @〉; 〈s′; @′〉) is an edge in R(A) iP there is a transition (〈s; ;
t〉 → 〈s′; ′; t′〉) in A with [] = @ and [′] = @′.
5.2.3. Projections of runs into region graph
For a state = 〈s; ; t〉 of A, we will denote by [] the state 〈s; []〉 in R(A), and
we will call [] the projection of  into R(A).
For each run "=(i)i, we de#ne its projection into R(A) as the sequence ([i])i
that will be denoted by ["]. From the de#nition of the edge relation in R(A), it follows
that ["] is a path in R(A).
An in#nite path P=(〈si; @i〉)i∈N in R(A) is progressive [2] if for every clock c∈C
there are in#nitely many i such that @i satis#es ((c=0)∨ (c¿Kmax)). Lemma 2 below
is a reformulation of Lemma 4:13 from [2], and Lemma 3 can be proved in a similar
way.
Lemma 2. For every progressive path P in R(A) from v and any state  in A with
[] = v there exists a complete run " in A starting in  and such that ["] =P.
Lemma 3. For any path P in R(A) from v to w and any state  in A with [] = v
there is a run " in A starting in  and with ["] =P.
5.2.4. ≈-equivalence and reducible automata
For two states = 〈s; ; t〉; ′= 〈s′; ′; t′〉 the ≈-equivalence ≈ ′ is de#ned as
(s= s′ ∧ ≈ ′).
A timed automaton will be called reducible if it is ≈-reducible. Notice that though
≈-equivalence of states does not demand the equality of the times, the ≈-reducibility
presumes that when replacing a run by an ≈-equivalent one, the supports of the both
runs are exactly the same (see Section 5.1).
5.2.5. ≈-Compatibility
The following lemma, which can be easily deduced from the argument in Section 4.3
of [2], permits to prove that any timed automaton A is ≈-compatible (R-compatibility
was de#ned in Section 5.1.3).
Lemma 4. For any region @ and any its state  the sequence of regions traversed by
the states +  when time  advances from 0 to ∞ does not depend on  (but only
on @).
Corollary 2. For any transition E of A of the form  → ′ and any state 1≈ 
there exists a state ′1≈ ′ and a transition E1 of the form 1 → ′1 with the same
edge , that passes exactly through the same regions as E and in the same order.
Proof. If ′ is  we just apply Lemma 4. Otherwise, we decompose the transition
into two steps, the #rst one consists of time advancing, and the second one consists
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of reset of some clocks to zero. For the #rst step we use Lemma 4 and the fact that
the validity of guards is invariant over any clock region. Clearly, a reset of the same
clocks in two ≈-equivalent states gives two ≈-equivalent states.
Proposition 7. Every timed automaton is ≈-compatible.
Proof. Let A be a timed automaton and E be a transition of A. We #rstly consider
the case when E is an in#nite transition from a state = 〈s; ; t〉 to . The invariant
(s) is satis#ed by  +  for every  ¿ 0. Let 1 = 〈s; 1; t1〉 be a state ≈-equivalent
to . Since ≈ 1, this (s) is also satis#ed by 1 +  for every ¿ 0. So there exists
an in#nite transition from state 1 to  which is ≈-equivalent to E.
Now suppose that E is a #nite transition = 〈s; ; t〉 → ′= 〈s′; ′; t′〉 of A. Given
a state 1 = 〈s; 1; t1〉≈ , by Corollary 2 there exists a state ′1 = 〈t′1; ′1; t′1〉≈ ′ and
a transition E1 = (1
→ ′1) such that lim→t′−0 (+ − t)≈ lim→t′1−0 (1 + − t1), and
the two transitions E and E1 are ≈-equivalent.
Lemma 5. For any transition  → ′ and every Q¿0 there is a state ′′≈ ′ and
a transition  → ′′ with delay not greater than Kmax + Q.
Proof. If the delay of the transition 
→ ′ is greater than Kmax + Q then the clocks
which have not been reset to 0 by the transition have a value greater than Kmax, so if
we reduce the delay of the transition to Kmax + Q we get a state ′′≈ ′.
5.3. Decidability of reducibility of timed automata
In this subsection we give a decidable characteristic property for a timed automaton
to be reducible.
Notations used by default in this subsection:
 = 〈s; ; t〉; ′ = 〈s′; ′; t′〉;  = (s; s′; X; ):
5.3.1. Pseudo-cycles and essential cycles of timed automata
Some kind of reducibility of timed automata was considered in [4] and will be used
here though it is not su8cient for our purpose.
Let A=(S; sinit ; C; ; E) be a timed automaton, C be its set of clocks, M be the
number of states of R(A) and K0 =df (2 · 2|C| + 1)(M + 1).
A run "=(〈si; i; ti〉i=0;:::;k) is a pseudo-cycle if sk = s0 and [k ] = [0]. It means that
the projection of " into R(A) is a cycle.
Two runs "1 and "2 with #nite lengths are ends-equal if they have the same
ends, i.e. their #rst and last states are respectively equal: S("1)(0)=S("2)(0) and
S("1)(k)=S("2)(l), where k and l are the lengths of, respectively, "1 and "2: (The
notation S was introduced at the end of Section 2.1.) Clearly, that two ends-equal
runs have the same duration. In [4] the following property is proved (see also [25]):
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Proposition 8. If a run " with duration strictly less than 1 has a length more than
or equal to (|C| + 1)K0; then there exists a run "′ ends-equal to " with a strictly
smaller length.
Proposition 8 describes a “rare” condition of reducibility. Now we introduce a condition
that covers a wider class of automata.
The notion of essential cycle given below is primordial to give a characterization of
≈-#nitely satis#able timed automata.
A cycle U in the graph R(A) is essential if for every clock x∈C there exists a
state 〈s; []〉 in U such that (x)= 0 or (x)¿Kmax (the same condition as in the notion
of progressive path).
Lemma 6. The projection into R(A) of a pseudo-cycle of A with duration ¿ 1 is
an essential cycle of R(A).
Proof. Suppose there is a clock c that is never reset to 0 in a pseudo-cycle from 
to ′, where t′ − t ¿ 1. In this case ′(c)= (c) + t′ − t, and the equality [] = [′]
implies that (c)¿Kmax.
5.3.2. Relaxed and special states, extensible edges and transitions
A state  is relaxed if its invariant (s) is satis#ed by any value + , ¿ 0.
A state  is special if for any clock c∈C either (c)¿Kmax or (c)= 0.
An edge =(s; s′; X; ) of A is extensible if  is satis#ed when all the clocks have
a value greater than Kmax.
A transition 
→ ′ is extensible if  a relaxed state, ′ is a special state and  is
extensible.
Lemma 7. If ≈ ′ and  is relaxed (respectively special) then ′ is relaxed (respect-
ively special).
Proof. The proof is clear for special states. Suppose that  and ′ are relaxed. Just
notice that if [] = [′] then the sets of classes [ + ] and [′ + ] for all ¿0 are
the same, so if for every ¿0, [ + ] satis#es (s) (remind that we use the de-
fault notation for this Section 5.3) then for every ¿0, [′ + ] satis#es (s) and
conversely.
An edge of R(A) is extensible if it is the projection of an extensible transition. By
Lemma 7 a transition is extensible iP its projection is an extensible edge of R(A).
A path of R(A) is extensible if it contains an extensible edge. The term “extensible”
is justi#ed by the properties given below.
Lemma 8
(a) If a transition  → ′ in A has a delay Kmax then it is extensible.
(b) If a state  in A is relaxed then there exists in A an in:nite transition  → .
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(c) If a transition  → ′ in A is extensible then for every ¿Kmax there is a tran-
sition  → ′′= 〈s′; 〈X 〉(′ + ); t′ + 〉 (remind that we use the default notation
for this subsection 5:3).
Proof. (a) The condition on the delay says that Rt=df t′ − t¿Kmax. By the de#nition
of transition with edge  the following property takes place: (s) is valid for all
 + ; ∈ [0; Rt ). Thus, it is valid for all  + ; ¿0, and hence the state  is relaxed.
Take any clock c. Either ′(c)= 0 or ′(c) =0. In the latter case ′(c)¿ Rt¿Kmax, and
hence, ′ is special. At last,  is satis#ed by  + Rt. So  is satis#ed if all the clocks
are greater than Kmax, and thus,  is extensible.
(b) By the de#nition of in#nite transition in Section 2.1 we are to show that (s)
holds for all +, ¿ 0. But the state  is relaxed that means exactly what we wish.
(c) Since  is a relaxed state, the invariant (s) is satis#ed by +  for all ¿ 0.
As the edge  is extensible, the guard  is satis#ed by any values of clocks that are
greater than Kmax. So the last property to verify is that the invariant of ′′, which is
(s′), is satis#ed by 〈X 〉(′ + ) for any ¿Kmax. Here we refer to the fact that ′
is special, and thus its invariant, that is the same (s′), is satis#ed if each clock is
greater than Kmax or equal to 0. But 〈X 〉(′ + ) has values of clocks satisfying this
constraint.
5.3.3. Translations of runs
Notation. 
;→ ′ denotes a transition  → ′ with delay .
Clearly, given a state 0, a sequence (i)16i6n of edges of A and a sequence of
delays (i)16i6n, there is at most one run "= 0
1 ; 1→ 1 → · · · → n−1 n; n→ n.
We say that a run "′= ′0
1 ; 1→ ′1 2 ; 2→ · · · n; n→ ′n is a translation of a run "= 0 1 ; 1→ 1
→ · · · → n−1 n; n→ n with delay  if ′0 is a translation of 0 by , i.e. if ′0 is obtained
from 0 by adding ¿0 to all the clocks with value ¿ Kmax.
Lemma 9. For every :nite run " with special :rst state and for every ¿0 there is
a translation "′ of " with delay . Moreover; transition states of "′ are ≈-equivalent
to the respective transition states of ".
Proof. We suppose that " has the form given in the de#nition of translation just above,
and that ′0 is the translation of 0 by ¿0. Notice that 
′
0≈ 0. The proof goes on
by induction on i, 06 i 6 n. We prove that:
if
there exists a run ′0
1 ; 1→ 1’ 2 ; 2→ · · · i ; i→ ′i such that
(a) those clocks at i which values are greater than Kmax and, if i¿0, have never
been reset to zero in the previous states of ", are increased by  in ′i ,
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(b) other clocks have the same value in i and in ′i
then
there exists a transition ′i
i+1 ; i+1→ ′i+1, where ′i+1 has the same properties (a) and
(b).
Clearly, ′0 has properties (a) and (b). At step i, suppose 
′
i has properties (a) and
(b). Since there is a transition i
i+1 ; i+1→ i+1, there is also a transition from ′i using
edge i+1 with the same delay i+1. This transition leads to a state ′i+1. The clocks
that are not reset to zero in this transition increase, respectively. The clocks that are
reset to zero have equal values after this reset. Thus, the properties (a) and (b) are
preserved.
The equivalence ′i ≈ i for 06 i 6 n is obvious from (a) and (b).
5.3.4. A characterization of reducible timed automata
The following Propositions 9 and 10 characterize reducible timed automata and imply
the decidability of the reducibility.
Proposition 9. If a timed automaton A is reducible then for every essential cycle Z
of R(A) and for every state w of R(A) from where Z is reachable; this cycle Z is
reachable from w by an extensible path.
Proof. Suppose that A is reducible with a threshold of reducibility L. Let Z be an
essential cycle in R(A). Let w be a state of R(A) from where Z is reachable via a
path P.
Consider the in#nite path PZ!. This path is progressive since Z is essential, and
Lemma 2 implies that there exists a complete run "0 in A such that ["0]=PZ!. Take
an integer N such that the subrun " of "0 whose projection ["] into R(A) is PZN , has
duration ¿L · (Kmax + 1). It follows from the reducibility of A that there is a run "′
of length 6 L and that is ≈l-equivalent to ". Thus, "′, which has the same duration
as ", contains a transition with delay ¿Kmax, and by Lemma 8(a) the projection ["′]
is an extensible path connecting w to the cycle Z .
Proposition 10
(A) If for every essential cycle Z of R(A) and for every state w of R(A) from where
this cycle is reachable; Z is reachable from this state w by an extensible path
then A is reducible.
(B) The minimal threshold of reducibility of a reducible automaton can be bounded
from above by (|S| · Kmax)O(1) · 2|C|O(1) .
Proof of (A). Let L0 =df(K1 + 1)N1M , where K1 = (|C|+ 1)K0, K0 was introduced at
the beginning of Section 5.3.1 (and is the same as in Proposition 8), M is the number
of states of R(A), and N1 will be de#ned later.
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Consider a run " of A. We distinguish 3 cases.
Case 1: " has a #nite length and is not complete.
The run " starts in some state  and terminates in ′ =. Suppose that the length
of " is greater than L0. This run contains at least K1N1 states with the same projection
〈s; @〉 in R(A). Thus, it contains a fragment of the form 1 ∗→ · · · ∗→ N1 , where i is
of the form 〈s; i; ti〉 with [i] = @, and where each piece i ∗→ i+1 is a pseudo-cycle
of the length ¿ K1.
If one of these pseudo-cycles has duration ¡1 then the run can be reduced due to
Proposition 8, i.e. there is a shorter run "1 ends-equal to ". Clearly, "1≈ l".
Suppose that all the pseudo-cycles i
∗→ i+1 have duration ¿ 1. Consider the last
of these pseudo-cycles, and denote its projection into R(A) by U . By Lemma 6, U
is an essential cycle. The hypothesis of the theorem implies that there is an extensible
path B in R(A) from [] to w= [N1 ]∈U . This path contains an extensible edge
#=(u; ; v). Delete all the cycles in the part of this path from [] to u, and from v to
w. The obtained path has length at most 2M −1 (recall that M is the number of states
of R(A)). On the other hand, there is a path from [N1 ] to [
′], so there is a path
from [N1 ] to [
′] with length at most M−1. Then there exists an extensible path from
[] to [′] with length at most 3M − 2. By Lemma 3 there exist a state ′′≈ ′ and
a run "′ from  to ′′, with length 3M − 2, containing an extensible transition from
some state @ to some state @′. Using iteratively Lemma 5 we can suppose that "′ has
a duration not greater than (Kmax + Q) · (3M − 2) for some #xed Q¿0. Notice that the
duration of " is at least N1 − 1 since the pseudo-cycles i ∗→ i+1 have duration ¿ 1.
Now choose N1 such that E=N1− 1− (Kmax + Q) · (3M − 2)¿Kmax. So the duration
of "′ is smaller than the duration of ". Denote by C the diPerence of durations of "
and "′. Then C¿ (N1−1−(Kmax+Q) ·(3M−2))=E¿Kmax. We increase the delay of
the extensible transition @ → @′ by C (Lemma 8(c)), and we get now a transition from
@ to some state @′′ with @′′ being a special state because C¿Kmax. Then we replace
the part of run "′ starting at @′ by its translation with delay C to get a new run "′C
with the same duration as ". Then "′C is a run ≈l-equivalent to ", and the length of
"′C is at most 3M − 2¡L0.
Thus we have proved the following property that will be used in the two remaining
cases:
Case-1-Conclusion
If the length of a :nite non-complete run is greater than L0, then there is a
≈l-equivalent run of the length not greater than L0.
Case 2: " has a :nite length and is complete.
Suppose that the length of " is greater than L0 + 1.
Consider the pre#x of " without the last transition. Its length is ¿L0. Now we can
apply Case-1-Conclusion to this pre#x and get a shorter run ≈l-equivalent to " by
using Corollary 2 for the last transition.
Case 3: " has an in:nite length (and hence, is complete).
We prove that " admits a ≈l-equivalent #nite run. Let "=(〈si; i; ti〉)i∈N. There
exist integers j and k such that j¡k, k − j¿L0 and tk − tj¿L0 · Kmax. Consider the
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run "′=(〈si; i; ti〉)j6i¡k . Case-1-Conclusion implies that there exists a run "′′ with
length at most L0 that is ≈l-equivalent to "′. Thus, this run "′′ contains a transition
 → ′ with a delay greater than Kmax and by Lemma 8(a) this transition is extensible.
Using now Lemma 8(b), there exists an in#nite transition  →. Consider now the
concatenation of "0 = (i)i6j, the piece of "′′ from j to  and the transition  →.
It is a #nite run ≈l-equivalent to ". Then following Case 2, " admits a ≈l-equivalent
run with the length at most L0 + 1.
From the conclusions of Cases 1–3 it follows that A is reducible with a threshold
of reducibility L0 + 1.
Proof of (B). Let A be a reducible automaton. We apply to it Propositions 9 and
10(A). It follows that the minimal threshold of reducibility of A is bounded from
above by L0 + 1 and thus by (|S| · Kmax)O(1) · 2|C|O(1) .
5.3.5. Decidability of reducibility and a decidable class of FOTL0-formulas
Theorem 2. Reducibility of a timed automaton is decidable (with complexity expo-
nential in the size of the region automaton).
Proof. It follows from Propositions 9 and 10 that a timed automaton is reducible iP for
every essential cycle Z of R(A) and for every state w of R(A) from where this cycle
is reachable, Z is reachable from this state w by an extensible path. This property is
decidable because it is su8cient to analyze only simple cycles and paths in R(A), and
all the implied properties, namely, “essential cycle”, “reachable”, “extensible path” in
R(A) are decidable. A straightforward upper bound on the complexity is exponential in
the size of the region automaton R(A) which is in its turn exponential in the number
of clocks, see [2] (the size of the region automaton is of the form of the bound in
Proposition 10(B)).
Remark. The minimal threshold of reducibility is computable. It follows from Propo-
sition 10(B) and the possibility to express in the theory of real addition the property
“L is a threshold of reducibility of A” for any concrete natural number L and any
concrete timed automaton A. More precisely, we can write down a formula of the
theory of real addition that says that for every run " of the length L + 1 there exists
a run "′ of the length L that is Rl-equivalent to ". The reals in this formula are
time moments of transitions. And thus, the number of variables involved is at least
L, and the complexity of verifying the validity of this formula depends exponentially
on the number of variables. So this algorithm for calculating the minimal threshold of
reducibility is of merely theoretical interest.
Now one can easily deduce Theorem 3
(a) Let A be a reducible timed automaton. The formula FA describing the runs of
A is ≈-:nitely satis:able.
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(b) For a :xed k; the class of formulas of the form FA→G; where A is a reducible
timed automaton; FA is the formula describing runs of A and G is ≈-:nitely
refutable with complexity k; is decidable.
Proof. (a) We apply Proposition 7 and Theorem 1 to R equal to ≈.
(b) Follows from (a) and Proposition 4.
Hence, in the described decidable class we have properties like “For all the behaviors
of a reducible timed automaton clocks are no greater than Kmax and the average value
of integer parts of clocks is bounded by a given (abstract) constant”. This property is
out of the scope of usually used model checking techniques.
6. Direct products of reducible automata
Let us come back to our example of the railroad crossing problem. It is easy to see
that the Controller for one track on Fig. 2 is reducible. To get a controller for several
tracks we make, essentially, a direct product of controllers for one track (Fig. 3). The
semantics for DirCl is not completely clear from the picture. DirCl holds in a location
iP there is at least one i such that DirCli is in this location. To make more clear the
meaning of the automaton on Fig. 3 we give in Fig. 4 also a simpli#ed version of the
2-tracks controller obtained by renaming locations and gluing some edges and locations.
It would be interesting to de#ne an operation of gluing that produces this automaton
and preserves the reducibility, but we have not found such a notion. The reducibility
of the automaton resulting from the direct product is not so obvious. But happily the
reducibility is preserved by the direct product though it is not straightforward. We will
prove it below using Proposition 10.
6.1. Direct product preserves the reducibility
The direct product (cf. [2]) A of timed automata Ai =(Si; sinit; i ; Ci; i; Ei) with
Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for 16 i = j 6 m is the following automaton (denoted by
∏
iAi)(∏
i
Si
∏
i
sinit;i ;
⋃
i
Ci; ; E
)
;
where
• = ∧i i : ∏i Si→ guard(C) is de#ned by (s1; : : : ; sm)= (s1)∧ : : : ∧ (sm);
• E consists of all edges of the form (∏16i6m si; ∏16i6m s′i ;⋃16i6m Xi; ∧16i6m i),
where (si; s′i ; Xi; i)∈Ei for 16 i 6 m.
Runs "(i) = (〈sij ; ij ; tij 〉)j of timed automata Ai are synchronous if the time sequences
(t(i)j )j of these runs are the same.
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Fig. 3. Railroad crossing controller: Direct product for 2 tracks.
Fig. 4. Railroad crossing controller for 2 tracks after gluing.
For synchronous runs "(i) of the respective Ai we de#ne their direct product "=∏
i "
(i) as follows. Let S("(i))= (〈sij ; ij ; tj〉)j and E("(i))= ((sij−1; sij ; X ij ; ij ))j. Then
S(")= (〈∏i sij ;⋃i ij ; tj〉)j and E(")= ((∏i sij−1; ∏i sij ; ⋃i X ij ; ∧i ij ))j.
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By synchronizing runs "(i) = (〈sij ; ij ; tij〉)j∈ RNi , where RNi is a pre#x of N and 1 6
i 6 m, over a time interval we mean the following operation. Form the union
⋃
i; j t
i
j
of all time moments of all runs "(i) and order it to get a sequence (tk)k∈ RN where RN
is a pre#x of N. Then add to each run all the moments of the sequence (tk)k∈ RN that
are missing in this run with the help of idle transitions. Now all the newly constructed
runs are synchronous. Notice that | RN |6∑mi=1 | RNi|.
For runs "(i)16i6m of the respective Ai de#ned over the same time interval we de#ne
their direct product "=
∏
i "
(i) as the direct product of the runs produced by their
synchronization.
It is clear that
Lemma 10. Every run of the direct product A of Ai is a direct product of runs of
Ai ; and inversely; the direct product of runs of Ai over the same time interval is a
run of A.
A timed automaton is called trivial if it has no total run.
Proposition 11. Let Ai ; 1 6 i 6 m; be nontrivial timed automata. Then the direct
product A of Ai ; 16 i 6 m; is reducible i? each Ai is reducible.
Proof
• A reducible ⇒ all Ai are reducible.
Suppose that A is reducible with a threshold of reducibility L. We prove that all Ai
are reducible for the same threshold of reducibility L. Fix an i. Let "(i) be a run from
(i) = 〈s(i); (i); t〉 to ′(i) = 〈s′(i); ′(i); t′〉. For every j = i there exists a total run p( j)
since Aj is nontrivial. Let "( j) be the restriction p( j)([t; t′]) which goes from ( j) to
′( j). The product "=
∏
16k6m "
(k) is a run of A from
∏
16k6m 
(k) to
∏
16k6m 
′(k).
The reducibility of A implies that there exist a state
∏
16k6m 
′′(k) and a run "′ from∏
16k6m 
(k) to
∏
16k6m 
′′(k) with the length not greater than L that is ≈l-equivalent
to ". And thus, the projection "′(i) of "′ into Ai is a run from (i) to ′′(i) with length
not greater than L that is ≈l-equivalent to "(i).
• All Ai are reducible⇒A is reducible.
We will prove that A satis#es the criterion of reducibility of Proposition 10. It
is su8cient to do it for m=2. Let Kmax = maxi{Kmax; i}, where Kmax; i is the largest
natural number appearing in the invariants and guards of Ai.
Let U be an essential cycle of R(A) which is accessible from a state w via a path
going to some state v∈U . For i=1; 2 let Ui be the projection of U into R(Ai), wi the
projection of w, and vi the projection of v. Clearly, the projection Ui is an essential
cycle which is accessible from wi. By the reducibility of Ai, there exists a path Pi in
R(Ai) from wi to vi which contains an extensible edge ei. Let i be a state of Ai such
that [i] =wi, and we choose the same date, for example zero, for the two states. By
Lemma 3, in Ai there exists a run "i from i to some ′i which projection in R(Ai)
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is Pi. Denote by Ei the transition of "i which projection in R(Ai) is ei, and let ti; t′i ; Ti
be respectively the times of the beginning of Ei, the end of Ei and the end of ′i .
The transitions Ei are extensible. Suppose that t1 6 t2. Fix some Q¿0. For i=1; 2
we increase the delay of Ei with a value i ¿ Kmax + Q such that the two following
conditions are satis#ed:
– [t2; t2 + Kmax + Q] ⊆ [t1; t′1 + 1],
– T1 + 1 =T2 + 2.
Increasing these extensible transitions by the delay i, we replace the part R"i of "i
which starts at time t′i by a run R"i;i which is the translation of R"i with delay i, starting
at time t′i + i and ending at time Ti + i in some state 
′′
i . Let "
′
i be the run obtained
from "i by this transformation. We introduce in "′i idle transitions to make t2 and
t2 +Kmax + Q the extremities of a transition E′i (which is necessarily an idle transition).
Since Ei was extensible, it is clear that E′i is also extensible. Now consider the product
"′ of "′1 and "
′
2. It is de#ned since "
′
1 and "
′
2 have the same support. This run "
′
contains an extensible transition which is the product of E′1 and E
′
2.
To terminate the proof we have just to prove that (′′1 ; 
′′
2 )≈ (′1; ′2), so the projec-
tion of "′ in R(A) is a path from w to v containing an extensible edge, and A is
reducible. Since R"i;i is the translation of R"i, we remark that 
′
i and 
′′
i are very close
(see properties (1) and (2) in the proof of Lemma 9):
• if c is a clock which is reset to zero in R"i or in Ei, then the value of c is the same
in ′i and 
′′
i ,
• otherwise the value of c in ′′i is its value in ′i increased by i, and both values
are greater than Kmax.
Then we have ′i ≈ ′′i in R(Ai), and also (′′1 ; ′′2 )≈ (′1; ′2). Indeed, we have to
verify that the order of the fractional parts of the clocks not greater than Kmax is the
same in the two states. But these clocks have the same values in the two states, so the
order of their fractional parts remains unchanged.
6.2. Veri:cation of the railroad crossing problem
Now we are going to consider the veri#cation problem for the railroad crossing. The
program (automaton), and thus the formula Prg, will be de#ned below. Formula Env
was described in Section 2.4.2 and formula Func was described in Section 2.4.3.
To deal with the vocabulary of the whole formula ((Prg ∧Env)→Func) for the
Railroad Crossing Problem, where formula Func describes the demand to the control,
namely (Safety) and (Liveness), we extend ≈ as equality onto the rest of the vocabulary
that is onto the set of symbols diPerent from locations and clocks, i.e. GateClsd,
GateOpnd and InComing.
We want to prove the validity of formulas:
(Prg ∧ Env)→ (Safety) and (Prg ∧ Env)→ (Liveness):
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Fig. 5. Modi#ed railroad crossing controller for 1 track.
Let us #rst prove that =df(Prg ∧Env) is ≈-#nitely satis#able.
The conjunction does not preserve #nite satis#ability, so we cannot consider the
involved formulas independently. But one can use some particular features of these
formulas. We follow this way, though it might seem easier to establish the #nite
satis#ability of  directly.
We notice, and this is typical for requirements speci#cation, that the inputs, i.e.
comings Cmgx are more strongly speci#ed by Env than by Prg. We can slightly
modify the Controller to incorporate the lacking feature of Cmgx stated in (CmgEmp)
of Section 2.3. The modi#ed Controller for one track is shown in Fig. 5, and the
Controller for several tracks is a direct product of such Controllers.
Remark that the relevance (see Section 2:6) of the proposed automaton (program)
can be easily checked.
6.2.1. Finite satis:ability of 
Consider now the ≈-#nitely satis#ability of Prg.
Lemma 11. The one-track Railroad Crossing Controller on Fig. 5 is ≈-reducible.
Proof. The ≈-reducibility can be shown either by applying the criterion of Proposition
10, or by the following direct argument. Take any run on some interval I . Consider
any maximal interval [; ′) ⊆ I , where Cmg takes place. Set the location on [; ′)
equal to Emp=DirOp and cancel the reset of the clock c at the time moment . Do it
for all such maximal intervals. Notice that if I = [t; t′], at the moment t′ the new value
of the clock is either equal or ≈-equivalent to the old one, the case depending on the
value of location at t′ (for the initial and modi#ed runs it is the same): if the location
is Emp=DirOp then both values of the clock are greater than Kmax =dmin and thus are
≈-equivalent, otherwise both values of the clock are equal. For several tracks we get
the reducibility from Proposition 11.
It follows from Lemma 11 and Theorem 3 that the formula Prg describing the set
of runs of the Controller for several tracks is #nitely ≈-satis#able:
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Proposition 12. The formula Prg describing the set of runs of the Controller for
several tracks is ≈-:nitely satis:able.
Here some comment has to be done about the signature of Prg. The formulas Env and
Func of the railroad crossing requirements are described in terms of functions Cmgx,
Dir, etc. (Section 2.4). The formula Prg (Section 2.5) uses loc to express properties
that correspond to properties described in terms of these functions in requirements.
The comments made in subsection 2:2 explain, in fact, how to rewrite the atomic
formulas of the form loc(t)= s to make Prg compatible with requirements. Clearly
this transformation does not alter the property of ≈-#nitely satis#ability of the formula.
Nevertheless, this satis#ability is related to the signature of the formula and does not
concern interpretations of InCrossing, GateOpnd and GateClsd.
Proposition 13. The formula =df(Prg ∧Env) is ≈-:nitely satis:able.
Proof. Consider any k-FPI M′ extendable to a model M of . The restriction MPrg
of M onto the vocabulary of the Controller is a model of Prg, and the respective
restriction M′Prg is its subinterpretation.
There is a k-FPI M′′Prg which is ≈-equivalent to M′Prg and which is extensible to
a (k + d)-model RMPrg of Prg for some #xed d. In fact, this RMPrg de#nes only the
values of Cmgx, the values of the clocks and DirOp. We take RMPrg and try to extend
it to a #nite model of Env.
It is clear that the values of Cmgx and DirOp determined by RMCntr satisfy (TrStInit),
(DirInit) and (CmgEmp) of Env. Now we are to interpret the symbols that are not in
the vocabulary of Prg. One can easily attribute appropriate values to these symbols,
and the number of changes of values of each symbol corresponds to the number of
changes of the values of Cmgx and DirOp that are bounded by (k + d). In fact,
as Env does not demand that an incoming train ever reaches the crossing, we can
extend InCrossing as false to make (CrCm) true. So the calculation concerns only
GateOpnd and GateClsd that appear in (OpnOpnd) and (ClsClsd). The premises of
these formulas are interpreted, we just check the premises and give the appropriate
values to the conclusions. The model we get has a complexity O(k + d).
6.2.2. Decidability of the veri:cation for the railroad crossing problem
Proposition 14. The formula ((Prg ∧Env)→ (Safety)) corresponding to the railroad
crossing safety problem belongs to a class for which validity is decidable.
Proof. It is easy to see that (Safety) is ≈-#nitely refutable with complexity 1. Indeed,
for (Safety) it was noticed in Section 4 that any interpretation making (InCrossing(t0)
→GateClsd(t0)) invalid at some time moment t0 is a counter-model; hence (Safety)
is ≈-#nitely refutable with complexity 1. Thus the result holds from Propositions 13
and 4.
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Fig. 6. Cases in liveness.
The decidability of validity of formula ((Prg ∧Env)→ (Liveness)) is not so direct,
because it appears that (Liveness) is not #nitely refutable at least on the whole signa-
ture. Thus, we cannot use directly Proposition 4, but we use in some sense a variant
of this Proposition.
Proposition 15. The formula ((Prg ∧Env)→ (Liveness)) corresponding to the rail-
road crossing liveness problem belongs to a class for which validity is decidable.
Proof. We prove that if this formula has a counter-model, it has a counter-model of
a #xed #nite complexity, and the result holds using Proposition 2.
Let M be a counter-model of ((Prg ∧Env)→ (Liveness)). Thus M is a model
of formula (Prg ∧Env), and a counter-model of (Liveness). So there exists a time
moment t0 such that for every track x either Empx(t0) holds or a train is on track x
since a duration less than WT . Moreover since M is a model of Prg, the duration of
Cmgx is at least dmin, so on the interval [t0−WT; t0], one cannot have two occurrences
of Empx with an occurrence of Cmgx between them. So for each track x, one of the
four following cases occurs (Fig. 6):
• there are t1; t2 ∈ (t0 −WT; t0] such that Cmgx() holds for ∈ [t0 −WT; t1), Empx()
holds for ∈ [t1; t2) and Cmgx() holds for ∈ [t2; t0],
• there is t1 ∈ (t0 −WT; t0] such that Empx() holds for ∈ [t0 −WT; t1) and Cmgx()
holds for ∈ [t1; t0],
• there is t1 ∈ (t0 −WT; t0] such that Cmgx() holds for ∈ [t0 −WT; t1) and Empx()
holds for ∈ [t1; t0],
• Empx() holds for ∈ [t0 −WT; t0].
Let MPrg be the restriction of M onto the vocabulary of Prg. Let M′Prg be the
restriction of MPrg on the segment [t0 − WT; t0]. It is a 3 ∗ |Tracks|-FPI. Since MPrg
is a model of Prg and Prg is ≈-#nitely satis#able, there is some M′′Prg ≈-equivalent
to M′Prg which is extensible to a #nite model RMPrg of (Liveness) with complexity
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3∗|Tracks|+d for some #xed d. A #ne analysis of the automaton shows that M′′Prg can
be chosen with the same support as M′Prg. In fact, RMPrg can be obtained by suppressing
all the trains which left the zone of control before time t0 −WT . Then it is clear that
every extension of MPrg′′ remains a counter-model of (Liveness). And as in the proof
of Proposition 13, this model RMPrg can be completed by interpretations of InComing,
GateClsd, GateOpnd in order to get a model RM′Prg of (Prg ∧Env) with complexity
O(|Tracks| + d). Sure this model RM′Prg remains a counter-model of (Liveness) thus
it is a counter-model of . We have proved that if  has a counter-model it has a
counter-model of complexity O(|Tracks|+ d) and we are done.
7. Conclusion
We have shown that reasonable decidable classes can be de#ned in a logic which is
convenient to formalize requirements and algorithm speci#cations, and thus, we obtain
new decidable classes of the veri#cation problem. We took as the underlying decidable
logic the theory of real addition, as this theory su8ces to treat timed automata. But
we could take, say Tarski algebra, and have the same results, in particular concerning
decidable classes.
For FOTL based on the theory of real addition and unary multiplications by rationals,
#nite satis#ability can be generalized to a notion where we admit not only #nite models
but also ultimately periodic models with a given period [7].
We think that the presented approach can be extended to logics with second order
quanti#ers over the predicates and functions (remind that they are unary ones).
The main open question is how to describe feasible classes that is classes which
decidability has practically low complexity. One way to approach this problem is to
try to adapt the existing techniques of model-checking or theorem-proving heuristics.
In some papers under preparation we tackle these questions.
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